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Be it known that I, ELIZABETH A. HY 
MAN,v a citizen of the United States, and re 
siding at Penacook, vcounty of -l\/lierrimack, 
State of New Hampshire, have invented an 
Improvement in Toys, of which the follow 
ing description, ‘in connection with the ac 
companying drawing, isva speci?cation, like 
characters on the drawing representing like 
parts. 7 

This invention relates to toys and partic 
ularly to toys of that class comprising a 
figure representing an inimal or human being 
and a string connected to the ?gure and ar 
ranged so that by manipulating the string‘ 
the ?gure will move up and down the string 
thus giving the appearance of the ?gure 
climbing up or down the string. 
The object of my present invention is to 

provide a toy of this description which is 
extremely simple in construction and can be 
easily operated by even a small child, and 
which is of such a nature that there is 
nothing to get out of order. 
In order to give an understanding of the 

invention I have illustrated in the drawings 
a selected embodiment thereof which will 
now be described after which the novel fea 
tures will be pointed out in the appended 
claim. ‘ 

Fig. 1 is a view of a toy embodying my 
invgntion showing the manner in which it is 
use . 

Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5 show di?erent postures 
which the toy may take. 
My improved toy comprises a ?gure 1 

which may be made to simulate an animal 
or a human being. In the drawings I have 
illustrated a ?gure which simulates a mon 
key, said ?gure having the front legs 2 
and rear legs 3 rigid with the body and im 
movable with relation to each other. If, 
however7 the ?gure 1 represents a. human 
being then the limbs 2 would be the arms 
and the limbs 3 would ‘be the legs. The 
arms or front legs 2 are preferably con 
structed so that they extend laterally in 
front of the body and are somewhat raised 
and the rear limbs 3 are also extended later 
ally somewhat and backwardly so that the 
both front limbs and rear limbs extend lat 
erally but are considerably separated from 
each other.‘ Each of the limbs is provided 
with an aperture 4:, said aperturesbeing in 
line with each other. 7 

5 indicates a string or cord, one end of 

whichv is secured to the ?gurein some suit 
able way as by being tied around the neck; as 
shown at .6. This cord extends through a 
supporting ring 7 which is largeeno'ugh sov 
that it can-be readilygraspedib'y aperson’s 7 
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hand ‘as shown at 8, and then'sald. string -. 
passes through the aligned apertures 4 in 
the front andv rear limbs. 
of the string preferably has a thumb piece 9 
secured thereto which may conveniently be 
in the form of a ring, although any form of 
thumb piece which can be readily grasped 
w11l come within the invention. - 
In using the’ device the’ operator grasps 

the supporting ring 7 in one hand 8 and 
then grasps the other ring 9 in his other 
hand 10 and by drawing downwardly on the 
ring 9 the ?gure 1 will be causedto move 
upwardly as shown by the dotted line posi 
tion while when the lower endof the cord is 
relieved from pulling strain the Weight of 
the ?gure Wlll cause it’ to move downwardly. 
The ?gure 1 will preferably be made of 
metal so that it will have sufficient weight 
to cause it to freely fall when the hand 10 
is moved upwardly with the ring 9. 
The up and down movements of the hand 

10 while grasping the ring 9 will, cause the 
?gure to move down and up‘ and as the 
string passes through the extremities of the 
limbs 2 and 3, the appearance is that of the 
?gure climbing up and down the string. 
The toy is very simple in its construction 

and may be easily manipulated even by a 
very small child. There are no moving 
parts to get out of order and the up and ' 
down movement of the toy on the string is 
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accomplished simply by moving the ?nger ' 
piece 9 up and down. 7 
The ?gure is also preferably made so that 

it will assume a sitting posture on the edge 
of a table or support as shown in ‘Fig. 2. 
For this purpose the toy is provided with 
the ?at surface 11 at ‘its rump on which it 
Will rest in a ‘sitting posture when it is' 
placed on the edge of a support 12 so that 
the rear limbs 3 will hang over the edge of 
said support. The front limbs 2 are pref 
erably angular in shape andsaid limbs are 
formed on. the under side at their extremi- 1 
ties with the rib 13 so that the ?gure can be 
made to hang on the edge of a support 12 
by its front limbs as shown in Fig. 5. 
Other ways in which the toy may be sup 
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ported is shownin Figs. 3 and 4c. In vFig. 3 p 
the cord 5 is formed into a loop which is 
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fastened beneath the chinvl5_ of the toy and 
in Fig. 4 the toy is shown as supported by 
its tail 16, the string 5 being looped through 
the tail. ‘ , 

The toy, therefore, can be played with 
in other ways than by simply causing it to 
run up and down the string and, therefore, 
it is adapted to provide a variedv amusement 
for children. - 

I claim: 
A toy comprising a v?gure having‘ a 

body and two limbs rigid with the body and 
extending laterally therefrom, said limbs be 
ing separated in the direction of ‘the length 

15 of the ?gure and each limb having an aper 

ture in its end, a. supporting ring, and a 
cord secured at one end to said ?gure and 
passing through the supporting ring and 
thence through thegapertures in the limbs 
successively, whereby when the supporting 
ring is grasped in'one hand and the end of 
the cord is pulled downwardly the toy will 
be caused to ascend the string, while when 
the pull on the cord is released the toy will 
descend the string by ‘ gravity, the front 
limbs of the toy having an angular shape. ,_ 
In testimony whereof, I have signed my 

name to this speci?cation. 

ELIZABETH A. HYMAN. . 
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